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"Emperor Shi Tian, Xuan Jiyue, Xuan Yuan Mo Xie, Hong Tianjing, you used to help the ancestors of the 

Xuan family and suppress the Lord of reincarnation." 

 

Lu Xu shouted loudly. 

 

"Yes, elder Lu." 

 

The four warriors promised respectfully and immediately flew forward to surround Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen was completely stunned, because he was familiar with the appearance of these four people. 

 

It was Emperor Shi Tian, Xuan Jiyue, Xuanyuan moxie, and Hong Tianjing who were the enemies he had 

defeated. 

 

Lu Xu called them by their names, which was also the same. 

 

However, from these four people, ye Chen can't feel the cause and effect of the past. 

 

If you close your eyes and just feel the breath, these four people are complete strangers and ordinary 

disciples in the Xuan palace. 

 

In an instant, ye Chen understood that these four warriors were born from the fantasy of cangxuan 

emperor. 

 



The fantasy of emperor cangxuan, integrated with the real world, will inevitably be contaminated with 

the breath of reality. The person born from the fantasy is likely to be exactly the same as someone in the 

real world, but the martial arts, magical powers, personality, conduct and life experience are completely 

different, only the appearance and name are the same. 

 

For example, Lu Xu, whose name and appearance are exactly the same as those of the ancestor god 

king, is two people and has nothing to do with him. 

 

These four martial artists, naturally, have nothing to do with the former Emperor Shi Tian, Xuan Jiyue, 

Xuanyuan moxie, Hong Tianjing and others. 

 

Ye Chen has long solved the cause and effect of the past, and there will be no future troubles. 

 

But even so, when ye Chen saw the faces of these four people, his heart was still extremely shocked, as 

if the former strong enemy reappeared in front of him. 

 

At this moment, ye Chen probably understood Lu Hechan's mood. 

 

Lu Hechan is willing to follow Lu Xu. Even though she knows that Lu Xu is not her grandfather's God, her 

spirit is still pinned on the past. If she is trapped in a magic barrier, she can't help herself. 

 

"Lord of reincarnation, you are distracted." 

 

"Dou Zi Jue, suppress it!" 

 

Xuantian Xiao saw Ye Chen's spirit appear in a trance, hey, a sneer, and immediately burst out with a 

palm. 

 

The violent breath of Dou Zi Jue, as well as the explosive pressure in the later stage of immeasurable 

territory, roared out of his palm and blasted it into Ye Chen's chest. 

 

When masters fight, they should avoid distraction. 



 

Ye Chen was in a trance because of the appearance of emperor Shi Tian, xuanjiyue and others, and was 

caught by Xuantian Xiao. 

 

How fast the masters in the later stage of wuliangjing shot. 

 

Ye Chen lost the first chance and immediately fell into the wind. He couldn't resist each other and had to 

retreat. 

 

He reluctantly avoided Xuantian Xiao's palm, but the violent palm wind still made him suffocate a little, 

and his face was slightly white. 

 

"Brother Ye!" 

 

Lu Hechan, greatly anxious and concerned, hurried forward, held Ye Chen, looked at Lu Xu again, and 

shouted: 

 

"Grandpa... No, Mr. Lu, stop fighting. What's the matter? Can you sit down and discuss it?" 

 

Seeing Lu Hechan returning to Ye Chen, Lu Xu glanced at a shadow and said, "Miss Lu, come back, Zu 

xuantu is still on you. You said you wanted to save my Xuangong, but you can't give this Zu xuantu to an 

outsider again." 

 

Lu Hechan looked at Ye Chen and Lu Xu, who looked exactly like his grandfather. His heart was full of 

anxiety, helplessness, struggle and contradiction, and he was so anxious that he almost cried. 

 

"Go!" 

 

Ye Chen didn't give her too much time to hesitate. He immediately grabbed her wrist, dodged, and flew 

away from her. 

 



This is the territory of Xuangong. Ye Chen lost the first chance again, and will never have the slightest 

love of war. 

 

"Want to run?" 

 

Xuantian Xiao snorted and suddenly used the Linzi formula in Brahma's divine skill. A demon God's 

shadow came from the sky and killed Ye Chen. 

 

He was surrounded by many strong people in the ruins, as well as the four martial artists in Xuangong, 

Emperor Shi Tian, Xuan Jiyue, Xuanyuan moxie, Hong Tianjing and others, who also fiercely pursued and 

killed Xiang Ye Chen. 

 

"I want to go, but you can't stop me!" 

 

Ye Chen snorted and suddenly waved back, and the thunder exploded. 

 

"Thor way, a thousand birds flying sword flow!" 

 

Strips of purple and white lights gathered from ye Chen's hands, and immediately burst out, turning into 

a thousand flying sword currents, breaking the air and tearing out a thousand birds' chirping sound. 

 

The flying sword current ran through, but in a flash, it tore the demon God shadow summoned by 

Xuantian Xiao into pieces. 

 

Many strong people in the ruins were attacked and killed by flying sword current, and they also 

screamed one after another, injured and paralyzed to the ground. 

 

Those with weak cultivation were killed on the spot. 

 

The four martial artists in Xuangong were very alert and retreated immediately without being hurt. 

 



Xuantian Xiao saw Ye Chen's momentum, and the thunder burst. He was so domineering, and his face 

also changed slightly. 

 

He knew that if he didn't take the lead and still stood on the territory of Xuangong, he would probably 

be defeated by Ye Chen. 

 

In the blink of an eye, ye Chen repulsed the pursuers and left smartly. 

 

Lu Xu was a little flustered immediately, and said, "the ancestor of the Xuan family, this boy ran away, 

and he took the woman away. Zu xuantu was still on the woman, but my Taoist asked me to take people 

back. What should I do now?" 

 

It doesn't matter if ye Chen leaves, but he takes Lu Hechan away, and Zu xuantu is still on Lu Hechan. 

 

That's the key to open the inner treasure, and it's also the key to save Xuangong. 

 

Xuantian Xiao's face was deep and said, "don't worry, the lost territory will open tomorrow, and that 

boy will enter the inner layer to search for treasure. We'll keep it." 

 

Lu Xu was worried and said, "however, the lost territory is not our Xuangong territory. Without the 

blessing of the earth, we're afraid we can't hold that boy down." 
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Just saw Ye Chen's action, Lu Xu understood Ye Chen's power. 

 

Even if Xuantian Xiao makes a move, it's really fair to fight, and ye Chen's winning face is bigger. 

 

If there is the blessing of the earth, it's easy to say, but the lost realm is ethereal and not affected by the 

earth. 



 

"With my help, that boy can't turn the world around." 

 

Xuantian Xiao's eyes were dim, he looked at several Dharma guardians around him, and thought, "if it's 

urgent, he can only sacrifice these yaks." 

 

These Dharma protecting Yasha are strong people who have come down from no time and space, and 

their strategic value is not trivial. 

 

Relying on Xuantian Xiao alone, he was not sure to suppress Ye Chen, but with these Yasha, that was 

enough. 

 

In wuwuwu time and space, it is not to say that everyone is an anti heaven terror, and there is also the 

existence of the bottom. 

 

For example, these Dharma protecting Yasha, in wuwuwuspacetime, in the emperor Tuo Tianzong, even 

the people at the bottom, otherwise, the ancient emperor feather emperor cannot easily summon 

down. 

 

Although he is a low-level figure, after all, he was born in Wuwu. The law and energy behind him. If all 

explode, Xuantian Xiao is confident that even if he can't kill Ye Chen, a heavy blow is enough. 

 

The decision has been made. Xuantian Xiao and Lu Xu immediately took a large number of strong people 

to the lost territory and guarded the most critical entrance. 

 

The lost territory, in the most central part of the lost territory, cannot describe the shape of this land, 

because the so-called lost territory itself is the existence of a concept, which is difficult to describe in 

words. 

 

Even if it is integrated with the real world, this lost territory also shows various strange changes. 

 

The sky and the earth are sometimes upside down and sometimes normal. 



 

This land boundary sometimes turns into mountains, sometimes into plains, sometimes the earth 

collapses, and the world turns into floating islands. 

 

In short, this lost territory is constantly changing and strange. 

 

The only thing that can be determined is that there is a clear and safe entrance in the four directions of 

southeast and northwest. 

 

Entering through these safe entrances, you will not encounter the danger of distortion, and you can 

reach the treasure very smoothly. 

 

If you enter from other places, you may fall into distortion, unknown contamination, and encounter 

monsters. 

 

Xuantian Xiao and Lu Xu, with a large number of Xuangong strongmen, guarded these safe entrances. 

 

As long as the safety entrance is held, ye Chen can only venture into the lost territory from other 

directions. 

 

Once Ye Chen is in danger, that is their chance! 

 

In the past, the lost territory was also open, and the Xuangong did not defend it, nor did it conflict with 

Shenlan sect and guidaomen. 

 

After all, Xuangong has no foundation and is a fantasy creation. Any causal conflict may disturb the 

foundation of their existence. 

 

Now guarding the entrance, Lu Xu felt a little uneasy and said to Xuantian Xiao, "tomorrow the lost 

territory will open. The people of Shenlan sect and guidao sect will definitely come to look for treasure." 

 



"We only kill the Lord of reincarnation and recapture Zu xuantu. Don't stop others from searching for 

treasure, as long as they don't enter the inner zone." 

 

"However, the inner zone is closed, which needs to be opened with Zu xuantu as the key, and they can't 

get in." 

 

Xuantian Xiao snorted. He knew that Shenlan sect and guidaomen were forces under Ye Chen's 

command. 

 

Only kill Ye Chen, regardless of Shenlan sect and guidaomen, isn't that self deception? 

 

However, he also knew Lu Xu's scruples. Although Xuangong's surface power was strong, its foundation 

was too weak. Too strong causal conflict was likely to lead to their destruction. 

 

"Grievance has its head, and debt has its owner. I know. Please rest assured, Mr. Lu." 

 

Xuantian Xiao said. 

 

"That's good, thank you." 

 

Lu Xu breathed a sigh of relief. 

 

…… 

 

On the other side, ye Chen took Lu Hechan and came to a quiet mountain forest. 

 

The two men were relatively silent and did not speak. 

 

Ye Chen didn't bring her back to LAN Zong. After all, she took Zu xuantu away and probably had no face 

to go back. 



 

"Sorry..." 

 

After a long silence, Lu Hechan gently clenched her teeth and bowed her head to apologize to Ye Chen: 

 

"Brother ye, I shouldn't take Zu xuantu away. It's because I miss my grandpa so much that I take Lu Xu in 

Xuangong as my grandpa." 

 

"I'm in a magic barrier..." 

 

With that, she shook her hands, took out Zu xuantu and handed it back to Ye Chen. 

 

"I understand your mood. I don't blame you." 

 

Ye Chen took back Zu xuantu and sighed. 

 

Xuangong was born out of fantasy, with all kinds of oddities. 

 

Even ye Chen, after seeing people with exactly the same appearance and name as emperor Shitian, 

xuanjiyue and others, his heart shook, not to mention Lu Hechan. 

 

"Stay by my side. If I get the treasure tomorrow, I'll give you half." 

 

Ye Chen laughed. 

 

"Thank you." 

 

Lu Hechan had tears in her eyes, but when she heard Ye Chen's words, her mood was also slightly 

calmed. 

 



Ye Chen spread his will and told Shenlan sect and guidaomen that he had found Lu Hechan, and took 

back Zu xuantu, telling them not to worry. 

 

Although Lu Hechan entered the magic barrier and recognized Lu Xu in the Xuan palace as his 

grandfather, he still retained a trace of reason and never handed over Zu xuantu, which was a blessing in 

misfortune. 

 

As long as Zu xuantu is still in Ye Chen's hands, ye Chen will occupy the absolute initiative. 

 

"Ye Chen, tomorrow you go looking for treasure. With your great luck, you will find the treasure and 

recover my body!" 

 

Xuanhanyu was also quite excited. 

 

"Xuanxian, what is the treasure you want?" 

 

Ye Chen fretted and asked. 

 

"I don't know yet, but I have a very strong premonition that the opportunity for my physical recovery is 

in the treasure, and there can be no mistake!" 

 

Xuanhan jade way. 

 

"OK, I'll help you find it." 

 

Ye Chen nodded. Xuanhanyu had helped him many times. If he could help xuanhanyu this time, it would 

be better. 

 

Shenlan sect and guidaomen, ye Chen also discussed with LV qinxuan and Mr. GUI, and everyone acted 

separately. 

 



Ye Chen wants to go to the inner treasure. If there are too many people, it's not easy to act. After all, he 

has been targeted by Xuangong. 

 

As for Lu qinxuan and Mr. GUI, it's enough to search for treasure in the outer layer. 

 

The treasure left by Emperor cangxuan is rich enough, even in the outer layer. 

 

After all, Mr. ghost once got a page of era Taoist books in the outer layer. 

 

It can be seen that there are many treasures in the outer layer. 

 

Under Ye Chen's insight into the secret of heaven, he was also very clear about Xuangong's scruples and 

dared not make things too big. 

 

They just came for themselves and didn't want to conflict with Shenlan sect and guidaomen. 

 

One day will pass soon. 

 

The next morning, the lost land finally opened. 

 

This piece of lost treasure, outside the lost territory, almost no one knows. After all, it is too mysterious. 

Only the ancient emperor Yu Huang, I don't know what means he used, investigated this place and sent 

Xuantian owl to search for treasure. 

 

No one knows, which means that there won't be too many people competing for the treasure with Ye 

Chen. 
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He has to deal with only Xuantian Xiao and Xuangong. Shenlan sect and guidaomen are his people. 

 

When ye Chen came outside the lost territory, he saw this constantly changing land, and at this 

moment, he fixed it directly. 

 

The constantly changing lost land has become a world of fairy mountains. A heavenly palace is 

suspended above the world, which is exactly the same as the palace in the center of the Xuangong 

Mountain Gate. 

 

On the ground, Lu Xu and many Xuangong strongmen were stunned when they looked at this heavenly 

palace. 

 

In their impression, they have never seen such a scene in the lost territory. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes narrowed slightly. Seeing that the lost territory was fixed, he knew that now was the 

opportunity to enter. 

 

The lost territory changes all the time. It is difficult to determine where the treasure is in it, but as long 

as the environment is fixed, you can find it. 

 

When the environment of the lost territory is fixed, it is actually open. 

 

Ye Chen saw that LV qinxuan and Mr. GUI, with many disciples of Shenlan sect and guidao sect, came to 

the lost territory, paid a simple fee, and entered directly through the safe entrance, and the Xuangong 

did not stop them. 

 

"Brother ye, what shall we do?" 

 

Lu Hechan asked. 

 

She saw those safe entrances, all guarded by strong ones, and Xuantian Xiao was sitting in charge. 

 



Ordinary people go in, and they don't stop them. 

 

But if ye Chen appears, I'm afraid there will be a bloody battle. 

 

"Get in from somewhere else." 

 

The safe entrance can't go. Ye Chen had expected that if he entered from other places, he can also go in 

to search for treasure. It's just a little dangerous, and he may fall into distortion and unknown 

contamination. 

 

Lu Hechan said "Hmm" and completely listened to Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen took her along a remote entrance and stepped into the lost territory. 

 

Strips of fairy Koi haunt the two of them. 

 

Ye Chen moves the technique to prevent contamination. 

 

At the same time, ye Chen also sacrificed the Taoist book "xiaoyaoyou" to further improve the 

protection. 

 

This Taoist book of "xiaoyaoyou" is that ye Chen in the miracles Ode to the world didn't go through the 

safe entrance after entering the lost territory. As expected, he was in danger as soon as he came in, and 

the air was full of dark and strange twisted waves. 

 

Fortunately, he was protected by "xiaoyaoyou" and Tianxian Koi, and these darkness did not erode him. 

 

"Let's go inside." 

 

Ye Chen waved to Lu Hechan and walked quietly towards the inner zone. 



 

What he wants, the complete era daoshu, and the hair of Thor Tianzun, must not be in the outer layer, 

but in the core of the inner layer. 

 

The two kept marching, and under the protection of the Taoist book of "free travel", they didn't 

encounter any danger. 

 

Ye Chen was secretly happy, and he could vaguely see the crystal wall system in the inner zone. Many 

magnificent natural materials and earth treasures were displayed in front of him through this crystal 

wall system. 

 

"Cangxuan descendant, is it you?" 

 

Just when ye Chen thought he could go with the wind and water, suddenly a gloomy voice came to his 

ears, making him feel creepy for a moment. 

 

As soon as he looked back, he saw the space distortion, and a strange demon appeared. 

 

This demon, half human, half beast, half crouched, staring at Ye Chen. 

 

It has Octopus like tentacles on its face and keeps wriggling, but it has bat like wings on its back. It is 

huge in size, like a mountain, full of magic gas, and its shape is very strange. At first glance, it knows that 

it is not a creature in the real world, but a monster from nothing. 

 

Its eyes are dark green, staring at Ye Chen. 

 

But ye Chen felt that this giant monster was not talking to himself, but to xuanhanyu. 

 

It even called Xuan Hanyu "Cang Xuan descendant"! 

 

Can it be said that Xuanhan jade is actually related to cangxuan emperor? 



 

"Descendants of emperor cangxuan, why don't you dare to come out to see me?" 

 

The monster stared at Ye Chen and was still talking to xuanhanyu in Ye Chen's body. 

 

It could feel the existence of xuanhanyu. 

 

Xuanhanyu's figure floated out. Looking at the monster, Liu Mei wrinkled gently and said, "do you know 

my life experience?" 

 

The monster sneered and said, "you are the descendant of emperor cangxuan and the fallen blood." 

 

"At that time, Emperor cangxuan beheaded 3000 old gods, exhausted his body and died, and sacrificed 

his family." 

 

"But among his descendants, there are also waste people who dare not be buried and are afraid of 

death!" 

 

"Those wastes are the blood of depravity and real sinners, such as you!" 

 

"Sinner, do you still have the face to step into the burial ground of emperor cangxuan?" 

 

Hearing this, Xuan Hanyu frowned deeper and said, "so I'm the descendant of Cang Xuan emperor?"? 

 

Hehe, it's the first time I've heard of it. " 

 

"However, if a person dies, all his people should be buried for him. It's too overbearing and cruel." 

 

"So, this cangxuan emperor is not a good man." 

 



Ye Chen was also secretly surprised. He had already guessed the identity of xuanhanyu, but there had 

been no exact truth. 

 

He also knew that the layout of his own life was also related to xuanhanyu. 

 

Now it seems that xuanhanyu is actually the descendant of Cang Xuan emperor, which is really 

unimaginable. 

 

Have you known for several generations? 

 

If so, the secret of Xuanhan Jade's physical recovery will be in this lost territory, because this is the place 

where cangxuan emperor hid his treasure and his burial place. 

 

Hearing xuanhanyu's words, the monster was immediately angry and shouted, "you are a sinner, and 

you dare to insult cangxuan emperor? 

 

Die! " 
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The voice fell, and the monster's hairy hands suddenly shot out. 

 

Its arms are full of dense dark scales like iron, but the gap between scales is covered with long black 

hairs, which is very strange. 

 

That hairy big hand, without the slightest fancy, is with pure and fierce power, blasting the soul body of 

Xuan Hanyu. 

 

This force, as if with a suppression of blood, made xuanhanyu unable to move at all. 

 



This suppression seems to come from the power of the ancient cangxuan emperor. 

 

The dark emperor cangxuan seems to be blaming xuanhanyu for not being buried. 

 

"Be careful!" 

 

Seeing that Xuan Hanyu was in danger, ye Chen immediately punched out of the air. 

 

"God elephant smashes into the sky!" 

 

The fierce and unparalleled power erupted from ye Chen's fist and collided with the monster's huge 

furry palm. 

 

The hard fight stirred up surging weather waves. Ye Chen did not lose the wind at all. His fist naturally 

carried the energy of the Iron Throne and the rock god Jin Zhang, with great power. 

 

Now all the magic weapons around Ye Chen, as well as the power of all kinds of blood, all work freely. 

 

"Eh?" 

 

"Boy, a little strong, worthy of being the Lord of reincarnation." 

 

The monster stepped back two steps and looked at Ye Chen in surprise. Obviously, he didn't expect that 

ye Chen's strength would be so great. 

 

The fierce collision of one person and one monster caused huge waves and sounds, but all the people 

who had to guard at the safety entrance were aware of it. 

 

"Here comes the boy!" 

 



Lu Xu's pupils contracted and looked at Xuan Tian Xiao. 

 

"Since he's here, don't let him out." 

 

Xuantian Xiao's voice was cold, and his ears moved. He immediately caught Ye Chen's position, waved 

his hand, and rushed over with several Dharma protecting yecha, as well as many strong people in the 

ruins. 

 

Lu Xu hesitated for a moment and followed with his men. 

 

When he visited Shenlan sect earlier, he tried Ye Chen's details. 

 

Yesterday, seeing ye Chen's action, his strength was better than ever, he knew it was difficult to deal 

with. 

 

In this lost territory, it is obviously not easy to suppress Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen confronted the monster. The monster heard the human voice and sneered, saying: 

 

"Lord of reincarnation, it seems that someone has come to deal with you. You cover up the sinner 

xuanhanyu, and you deserve to die!" 

 

After that, the monster slapped his palm, and the earth under Ye Chen's feet suddenly burst out green 

array awns. 

 

A blocked forbidden array immediately trapped Ye Chen inside. 

 

Lu Hechan, who was beside him, was also trapped by the array. 

 

This array is obviously the forbidden method that emperor cangxuan once laid. The monster knows how 

to use it. 



 

After trapping Ye Chen with the array, the monster immediately penetrated into the void and 

disappeared. 

 

It doesn't seem to want to expose itself in front of outsiders. 

 

Ye Chen's cultivation of array is profound. Naturally, this array can't trap him. 

 

He kneaded a magic formula, lost some aura, and immediately broke out with Lu Hechan. 

 

As soon as the two men broke out, Xuantian Xiao and Lu Xu, with a group of elite and strong men, 

rushed to them and surrounded them in groups. 

 

"Boy, you can't run away today." 

 

"Somebody, kill him!" 

 

Xuantian Xiao snorted, and made a quick decision. With a wave of his big hand, several Dharma 

protecting yecha behind him immediately rushed to Ye Chen like moths to the fire. 

 

Click! 

 

On the way to Ye Chen, their breath billowed, and even their masks were broken, revealing murderous 

faces. 

 

Ye Chen couldn't help but feel a chill in his heart when he saw their muscles burst and their blood 

vessels burst. 

 

He knew that if these Dharma guardians Yasha really jumped on him, they would immediately explode, 

burn jade and stone, and also ask him to be buried with him. 

 



If ordinary people explode, ye Chen is naturally not afraid. 

 

However, these Dharma protecting Yasha come from time and space, and their bodies must contain 

some special law energy. 

 

If they explode, the energy from the law of nothing hits Ye Chen, he will be in trouble. 

 

Boom! 

 

In the crisis, ye Chen was surrounded by a storm explosion, spreading the wings of freedom and pulling 

Lu Hechan into the sky. 

 

The storm carried out by the wing of freedom also blew those Dharma protecting Yaksha away. 

 

Pieces of white wings, on which the Runes of xiaoyaodaoshu flow, are very spectacular. 

 

Xuantian Xiao's face became ugly when he saw Ye Chen spreading the wings of freedom. 

 

"Boy, get down, and we'll fight a decisive battle!" 

 

"Let me have a look. I, the emperor of heaven, and you, the newly rising star, who wins and who loses." 

 

"Sad eyes!" 

 

Xuantian Xiao pinched a magic formula, shouted violently, and showed his sad eyes in the eight 

prohibitions of the flood and famine on the spot. 

 

He was completely blind because of his sad eyes. 

 



If you are blind, then frequent use of the forbidden technique of the eye of sorrow will lead to blindness 

of the heart and eyes, and finally become completely blind, unable to feel anything. 

 

However, Xuantian Xiao at the moment obviously did not care about the consequences. 

 

As soon as he showed his sad eyes, his body changed strangely. 

 

His face, his arms, and every part of his body are cracked, giving birth to many eyes, constantly opening 

and closing, looking very terrible. 

 

In the sky, there were also thousands of pairs of blood red eyes, which suddenly opened, obsidian 

opened their eyes, and erupted into a terrible atmosphere. 

 

A wave of great sadness and disillusionment filled the world in an instant. 

 

Ye Chen spread the wings of freedom and floated in the air, but when Xuantian owl's sad eyes came out, 

he immediately felt a terrible pressure. 

 

A great depression pressure. 

 

Under the gaze of thousands of blood eyes in the sky, his wings seemed to lose control and fall from the 

sky. 

 

Ye Chen knew that as long as he fell, the duel waiting for him would never be a straight one. 

 

Those fierce and fearless dharmapala Yaksha will immediately rush up and explode. At that time, he will 

also peel off his skin if he does not die. 

 

"The gun of dragon fight, break it!" 

 



Ye Chen shouted wildly, and with a move of his hand, Yan Shen's blood burned in his body, and the 

Dragon Gas exploded. 

 

A simple war gun appeared on his palm with the wave of famine and killing. 

 

Countless dragon shadows twined on the gun, roared up to the sky, and the sound shook the world. 

 

Hiss! 

 

As soon as ye Chen shook his hand, the dragon fight gun broke out and rushed straight to heaven. 

 

Hundreds of millions of dragon shadow spears burst in an instant, shooting through thousands of pairs 

of blood eyes all over the sky. 

 

Xuantian Xiao was backfired, and his face was slightly white. 

 

But he is worthy of being a strong man in the later stage of immeasurable realm. His aura is very rich. He 

immediately mobilized his aura and continued to urge the eyes of sadness. 

 

Ye Chen just shot through the bloody eyes, and one by one came out, extremely terrifying. 

 

"Xuantian Xiao, if you want to fight, first remove those dharmapala yecha, and then I won't accompany 

you today." 

 

Seeing this, ye Chen knew that Xuan Tianxiao was determined to fight. 

 

However, he just wanted to find treasure and had no intention of the fighting. 

 

Besides, with the existence of those Dharma guardians, ye Chen will definitely suffer if he really wants to 

fight. 
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Ye Chen, taking advantage of the blood eyes in the sky, did not completely recover, immediately flapped 

the wings of freedom and flew forward with Lu Hechan. 

 

Not far ahead is the inner zone of the treasure. A huge crystal wall system has appeared in front of Ye 

Chen at a close distance. 

 

This layer of crystal wall system connects heaven and earth, forming a tight blockade to isolate human 

steps. 

 

Through this layer of crystal wall system, you can see the environment of the inner zone. It is really a 

fairy glow, surrounded by golden light. The director is full of rare lingguo, all kinds of Tiancai and Dibao, 

as well as strips of Yuanyu veins. The resources are extremely rich, a piece of Xianjia holy land. 

 

The most striking is the palace suspended in the sky. It seems to be the Taoist palace of Cang Xuan 

emperor in the past, filled with all kinds of magnificent breath, and with an extreme vicissitudes. 

 

It was the vicissitudes of the fall of the gods. 

 

"Zuxuantu, open it for me!" 

 

Ye Chen, like a blessing to the soul, immediately sacrificed Zu xuantu and poured aura into it. 

 

Hum! 

 

Zu xuantu vibrated, releasing a spiritual light, which impacted on the crystal wall system. 

 

WOW! 



 

The translucent crystal wall system has split a gap, and the majestic source gas of heaven and earth 

fluctuates from this crack, which is refreshing. 

 

"Go, go in!" 

 

Ye Chen pulled Lu Hechan and dodged along the crack into the inner zone of the lost territory. 

 

"Chase!" 

 

Xuantian Xiao reacted very quickly and immediately flew in with several Dharma protecting Yasha 

before the crack entrance was closed. 

 

Lu Xu reacted very quickly, breaking into the air. 

 

After he entered, the crack behind him closed. 

 

Many Xuangong strongmen were isolated and stunned. 

 

In the outer zone, the people of Shenlan sect and guidaomen, LV qinxuan, Mr. ghost, jiumoro and so on, 

saw Ye Chen entering the inner layer from a distance and being chased and killed by Xuantian Xiao and 

Lu Xu, which was also stunned. 

 

"Mr. ghost, brother Ye is in danger. What shall we do?" 

 

Lu qinxuan was deeply worried. 

 

Mr. GUI touched his beard, sighed and said, "we can't intervene in the struggle between reincarnation 

and wanxu. I believe the strength of the Lord of reincarnation. He can be liked by the God of thunder. 

It's not just a Xuantian owl who can deal with it, unless the ancient emperor feather comes." 

 



Lu qinxuan sighed, "I hope so." 

 

…… 

 

Ye Chen entered the inner zone. As soon as people came in, they felt that the heaven and earth were 

distorted, and the space was not big from the outside, but in fact, the inner world was as vast as the 

starry universe, boundless. 

 

In the air, there are pieces of glass like debris floating in the wind. 

 

That's a fragment, a remnant of the law after the fall of the gods. 

 

In those days, Emperor cangxuan killed countless old gods. After years of vicissitudes, there are still 

many fragments of the laws of those old gods left in this burial ground. 

 

These law fragments are useless to people, but they have a beneficial effect on gods and can nourish 

gods. 

 

Ye Chen collected pieces of law with a big move. 

 

Although he can't use it, he can give it to night mother and Thor. 

 

"Brother ye, they are coming." 

 

Lu Hechan pulled Ye Chen's sleeve, looked back at the place just at the entrance, and said in some panic. 

 

I saw Xuantian Xiao and Lu Xu, who had come in with several Dharma guardians yecha. 

 

"It's haunting." 

 



"However, this place is big enough. Let's get rid of them first." 

 

Ye Chen's eyes coagulated, the wings of freedom fanned, pulled Lu Hechan, and swept forward against 

the wind. In the blink of an eye, he disappeared. 

 

He was not interested in fighting with Xuantian owl. 

 

The top priority is to find the treasure! 

 

Fortunately, this inner space is vast. If ye Chen wants to avoid the war and escape, it is also easy. 

 

In an instant, he left Xuantian Xiao and Lu Xu behind. 

 

"Damn it!" 

 

Xuan Tianxiao looked very ugly. This space was very special, and he couldn't capture the secret of 

heaven. Ye Chen ran away, and he couldn't feel Ye Chen's location. 

 

"What about the ancestors of the Xuan family?" 

 

Lu Xu felt uneasy when he saw Ye Chen running away. 

 

This is the burial ground of emperor cangxuan. If the peace of emperor cangxuan is disturbed, the 

consequences will be unimaginable. 

 

The Xuan palace was born from the fantasy of the emperor cangxuan. Once the peace of the emperor 

cangxuan is disturbed, the Xuan palace may collapse at any time, or even disappear out of thin air. 

 

Xuantian Xiao's heart read the electricity, and finally looked at the palace suspended in the sky and said, 

"that boy is looking for treasure. My Emperor Yu calculated that he wants to find era daoshu." 



 

"That era daoshu must be above this heavenly palace. Let's fly up and wait for the hare!" 

 

The heavenly palace is the place where cangxuan emperor used to practice, and it is the core Taoist 

palace. 

 

Among the treasures left by Emperor cangxuan, the most precious thing must be stored in the heavenly 

palace. 

 

At that moment, Xuantian Xiao immediately flew to the heavenly palace with his Dharma protector 

Yasha. 

 

Lu Xu smiled bitterly and could only keep up. 

 

The palace was suspended in the sky that day. It seemed to be within reach, but in fact it was as far 

away as the stars and moon in the universe. 

 

With the cultivation of Xuantian Xiao and Lu Xu, they also flew for most of the day before flying near the 

heavenly palace. 

 

There are forbidden laws around the heavenly palace. It's not easy to enter. You also need to use Zu 

xuantu as the key to open it easily. 

 

Xuantian Xiao did not act rashly, but just stayed outside the heavenly palace, waiting for ye Chen to 

come and wait for the rabbit. 

 

After fleeing, ye Chen looked at the heavenly palace and felt a page of era daoshu concussion in his 

body. 

 

"The complete era daoshu must be in the heavenly palace!" 
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"However, Xuantian Xiao will not let me go. He may want to ambush me around the heavenly palace." 

 

Ye Chen thought that he was very cautious and did not fly to Tiangong immediately. 

 

"Brother ye, what shall we do? 

 

Are you going to the palace in heaven? " 

 

Lu Hechan had no idea, and was quite panicked. 

 

"Yes, but not now." 

 

Ye Chen turned her eyes and carefully sensed the breath of the world. Vaguely, she caught a familiar 

breath in the middle of the world. 

 

That breath is connected with Thor. 

 

Thor's hair may be in the middle of the world! 

 

The secret of heaven is closed here, but the cause and effect of the gods is not so easy to cover up. 

 

If ye Chen guessed correctly, Thor's hair had turned into a thunder knife and was inserted into the earth 

in the middle of the world. 

 

"Follow me." 

 

Ye Chen's eyes coagulated, waved, and immediately took Lu Hechan to the center of the world. 



 

He came to the lost land mainly to find era daoshu and Lei Dao. 

 

Era daoshu is on the heavenly palace. Now is not the time to look for it. 

 

He is going to collect the thunder knife before making plans. 

 

Walking all the way to the center of the world, ye Chen also saw many rare lingguo, Tiancai and Dibao. 

 

He had no interest in these treasures and gave them all to Lu Hechan. 

 

With his current martial arts background, general natural materials and earth treasures can no longer 

bring him any benefits. 

 

Along the way, there are also some source jade veins. 

 

Ye Chen dug out the vein and got half of the source jade with Lu Hechan. 

 

Unlike ordinary natural materials and local treasures, Yuanyu is a hard currency. Naturally, the more the 

better. 

 

"Is this the burial place of emperor cangxuan? 

 

Natural materials and earth treasures are indeed rich. " 

 

Xuanhanyu saw so many natural materials and earth treasures along the way, which was also quite 

emotional, and his expression was with a trace of memory. 

 

"Fairy, is emperor cangxuan really your ancestor?" 

 



Ye Chen asked curiously. 

 

Previously, in the outer zone, the monster with octopus tentacles and bat wings once said that 

xuanhanyu was the descendant of Cang Xuan emperor and a sinner. 

 

When Cang Xuan emperor fell, the clansmen of xuanhanyu did not die. 

 

Xuan Hanyu frowned lightly, and his expression was quite complicated. He shook his head and said, "I 

don't know, and I don't want to speak. My life experience, with these things happening, even I don't 

know and doubt myself." 

 

"On the one hand, my former clansman is concealing me." 

 

"On the other hand, the years I have gone through are too long, my memory is worn out too much, and 

there are many things I can't remember." 

 

"But, in the dark, I feel that this cangxuan Emperor may really be my ancestor, and the key to my 

physical recovery is also on him." 

 

Ye Chen was stunned. It seemed that xuanhanyu's life experience was much more mysterious than he 

imagined. 

 

"When you step on that heavenly palace, your secret may be solved." 

 

Ye Chen pointed to the palace in the sky and said. 

 

Xuanhanyu said "Hmm" silently. She was eager to recover her body, but when it came to the end, she 

was not in a hurry, but she had an inexplicable timidity. 

 

It's like the feeling of a wandering son who has been away from his hometown for a long time and finally 

returns to his hometown after going through vicissitudes. 

 



Ye Chen was afraid of Xuantian Xiao. Naturally, he did not immediately set foot in the heavenly palace 

and continued to run towards the center of the world. 

 

This inner world is really surprisingly large and boundless. It took Ye Chen three days to finally come to 

the center of this world. 

 

…… 

 

On the other side, Xuantian Xiao, Lu Xu and others ambushed outside the heavenly palace. It seemed 

that they couldn't wait for ye Chen, and they couldn't wait any longer. 

 

"The ancestor of the Xuan family, the boy hasn't appeared yet. Maybe he also knows that we are in 

ambush." 

 

Lu Xu said cautiously. 

 

What kind of person is the Lord of reincarnation? This ambush can be seen by the naked eye. If you 

want to entrap him, how can it be so simple. 

 

Xuantian Xiao looked gloomy and said, "I don't believe he won't come." 

 

Lu Xu was a little flustered and said, "my Xuan palace can't be consumed anymore. Once something 

happens, my Xuan palace may be destroyed at any time." 

 

"For today's plan, we can only ask our Taoist master Jiuxing to do it. He is proficient in divination and will 

be able to find out the whereabouts of the Lord of reincarnation!" 

 

Now Lu Xu just wants to find Ye Chen as soon as possible and rob Zu xuantu. 

 

Only by holding Zu xuantu in his hand can he take the absolute initiative. 

 



With zuxuantu, you can easily enter this heavenly palace and collect the most precious treasures! 

 

"Please help the high priest. Wouldn't it be bad if he lost his aura?" 

 

Xuan Tian Xiao frowned. 

 

Lu Xu's Taoist master Jiuxing is also the high priest in the Xuangong, and his position is the most 

respected. 

 

Wanxu cooperates with Xuangong. Wanxu provides some shelter and resources for Xuangong. 

Xuangong also wants to help wanxu do something, of which respecting the nine stars is the key! 

 

Zun Jiuxing is proficient in divination and calculation. The ancient emperor Yu Huang wants to rely on 

him to calculate the whereabouts of something. 

 

Xuantian Xiao is not very clear about the specific details. 

 

But he knew that the position of respecting the nine stars was very important and crucial, and there was 

no room for loss. 

 

Lu Xu said, "up to now, there is no way. If you can't find the Lord of reincarnation for a long time, I'm 

afraid it will change." 

 

Xuantian Xiao thought so, so he had to nod his head and say, "please ask him to do it!" 

 

Lu Xu also nodded, offering pieces of talisman at any time, burning, closing his eyes and muttering 

mantras, as if communicating something. 

 

But after the talisman burned out, a voice came out of the void: 

 

"The Lord of reincarnation is in the center of the world, the place sealed by thunder knife." 



 

Hearing this sound, Xuantian Xiao and Lu Xu suddenly came to spirit. 

 

"So this boy has always been on the ground." 

 

Xuantian Xiao gnashed his teeth and waited in ambush for several days. He was angry and just wanted 

to vent now. 

 

"It seems that he wants to collect the things left by the God of thunder in those days. The thunder knife 

is melted by a hair of the God of thunder. It has divine power and prestige. It's not easy for him to pull it 

out." 

 

Lu Xudao. 

 

"Go and have a look!" 

 

"This boy, I must kill him!" 

 

Xuantian Xiao was full of murders under his anger, and immediately took his men to fly in the direction 

of the center of the world. 

 

…… 

 

Ye Chen was standing in the middle of the land. The earth in front of him was jumping with thunder and 

lightning everywhere. A thunderstorm was brewing in the air, rumbling and shaking people's minds. 

 

A dark purple Tai Dao was inserted upside down in the earth. Its body was unknown how many feet 

high, and it penetrated directly into the clouds. The sharp edge of countless purple electricity and the 

brilliance of thunder continued to burst around the Tai Dao. The weather was very spectacular. 

 

At a glance, ye Chen felt that this Taidao was connected with the God of thunder. 



 

This is the weapon made of Thor's hair! 

 

Thor's body has long been destroyed. This thunder knife is her hair and the only trace of her body in this 

world. Its value is of great significance. 

 

"Brother ye, this place... Is so terrifying." 
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Lu Hechan looked at the thunder knife inserted upside down. He was also a little scared. He retreated a 

distance and didn't dare to get too close. 

 

Ye Chen stared at Lei Dao and felt the strong breath of thunder and lightning, which constantly 

impacted, making his scalp numb. 

 

If you want to collect the thunder knife, you need to pull out the blade first. 

 

But seeing that the thunder knife weather is so fierce, it is obviously not easy to pull out the knife. 

 

"Don't move, I'll go and draw the knife." 

 

Ye Chen took a deep breath. Although it was difficult to draw the knife, it was also difficult for him. 

 

With his martial arts background, as long as he is willing to pull out this thunder knife with his heart, it is 

not impossible. 

 

Ye Chen calmed down and strode towards Lei Dao. 

 



The closer he was to Lei Dao, the more he felt the horror of the explosion. 

 

The thunder knife is thousands of feet high and towering like a mountain. 

 

Compared with this knife, ye Chen's body shape is as small as an ant. 

 

"Zhao Wu Lingyu, Hua Jia!" 

 

Ye Chen went to the thunder knife, turned his aura, resisted the lightning impact, and summoned Zhao 

Wu Lingyu, turned into pieces of gold Zhang armor, and covered his right hand. 

 

Zhaowu Lingyu is the ancestor of the rock god, which can change thousands of times. It has the thick 

and steady breath of the earth, and can withstand the impact of lightning. 

 

"Iron Throne, Emperor!" 

 

Ye Chen then mobilized the energy of the Iron Throne and poured it into the Zhaowu armor. 

 

The armor covered on his palm suddenly increased the strength of steel and became stronger. 

 

Then, ye Chen's eyes stared at the thunder knife, and suddenly used a magic power of the heaven and 

earth. His palm turned into a huge one like covering the sky, leaping through the clouds, and grabbed 

the handle of the thunder knife. 

 

As soon as ye Chen grasped the handle of the knife, he immediately felt a strong current, which 

immediately bombarded him. 

 

Fortunately, his palm is covered with the energy of Zhaowu armor and Iron Throne, otherwise, he will be 

injured. 

 

"This thunder knife is worthy of being left by Thor. It's really strong." 



 

Ye Chen secretly praised that the weapon made by the God's hair could be regarded as a super first-class 

weapon in the real world. Once in charge, it would be huge. 

 

He was absorbed and tried to pull out the thunder knife with force. 

 

However, the thunder knife is inserted upside down on the earth and connected with the earth vein. 

The foundation is very solid, but it is not so easy to pull out. 

 

Ye Chen was not discouraged, but continued to exert himself and slowly drew his knife. 

 

Under the force, sweat came out of his forehead. 

 

Lu Hechan was in the distance, watching nervously. 

 

Time goes by bit. 

 

Half an hour, one hour, two hours 

 

Half a day, one day 

 

With Ye Chen's constant attempts, the thunder knife was finally pulled out a little by him. 

 

Boom. 

 

As the thunder knife was slowly pulled out, the earth plate also vibrated violently, and cracks appeared 

on the ground. 

 

Ye Chen clenched his teeth and maintained his strength. 

 



He didn't know how long time had passed, but he knew that there was a hint of fatigue in his bones and 

muscles. 

 

With his martial arts background, he actually felt tired. It can be seen how difficult it is to pull out this 

thunder knife. 

 

Another day passed, and ye Chen had pulled out more than half of the thunder knife. 

 

At this time, he heard several broken voices, which came quickly. 

 

Looking up, I saw Xuantian Xiao and Lu Xu flying to the central earth. 

 

Several Dharma guardians followed them. 

 

Xuantian Xiao and Lu Xu were stunned and shocked when they saw Ye Chen pulling out his knife. 

 

Ye Chen was absorbed in drawing the knife, and his palm was like the sky and earth, so huge that it 

blotted out the sun. 

 

Under his power, the thunder knife was being slowly pulled out, and the violent thunder and lightning 

scattered around like a python dragon. The earth was shaking and seemed to collapse. 

 

"This is... The weapon left by the God of thunder?" 

 

The white cloth wrapped around Xuantian Xiao's eyes trembled slightly. Although he couldn't see it with 

his naked eyes, his heart was clear about everything, and he could clearly feel the horror of the knife. 

 

"It's a magic weapon made of Raytheon's hair! Unexpectedly, this boy really wants to receive this 

thunder knife." 

 



Lu Xu was also shocked. Lei Dao, with the residual power of Lei Shen's body, was second only to the era 

daoshu among the treasures in the lost territory. 

 

If ye Chen pulls out the thunder knife, or even takes it away, it is likely to indirectly affect the stability of 

the Xuangong foundation, and the consequences are unimaginable. 

 

"Kill him!" 

 

The Xuantian owl on one side didn't have any nonsense. With a wave of his hand, a few Dharma 

protecting yecha behind him immediately rushed out and killed Ye Chen. He also wanted to explode and 

die with Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen is drawing a knife, which is undoubtedly a great opportunity for them to take action. 

 

"A bunch of annoying flies, die for me!" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes were cold, and he took a deep breath. His reincarnation blood directly burned, and his 

strength exploded. With a sudden force, he clicked, and finally pulled out the thunder knife completely. 

 

The huge thunder knife, thousands of feet long, was held in Ye Chen's hand. The violent thunder and 

lightning awed the world, and the weather was unparalleled. 

 

Holding the thunder knife, ye Chen felt the violent power of the ten side thunder and completely 

surrendered to himself in a moment. 

 

When the lightning struck, he no longer felt any paralysis, but a sense of comfort in the spring breeze. 

 

At this moment, he was like the incarnation of Thor. 

 

Moreover, the thunder knife in his hand, under the fierce momentum, has a trace of tenderness. 

 



This is the weapon made of Raytheon's hair. 

 

At this moment, ye Chen held the knife, as if stroking the hair of Thor, and a tenderness rose in his 

heart, and then turned into a force of hardness and softness, pouring it into the thunder knife. 
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Boom! 

 

Endless thunder exploded on the thunder knife, and the momentum was rolling, which contained the 

majesty of the gods, without breath. 

 

Hiss! 

 

Ye Chen waved a knife and cut out, a terrible lightning knife awn, with the power of breaking the world, 

frantically cut out. 

 

The power of this knife, backed by the power of the gods, is probably not much worse than the 

emperor's holy knife, and its momentum is extremely overbearing. 

 

Xuantian Xiao and Lu Xu were completely stunned when they saw this scene. 

 

They asked themselves, facing the knife directly, they were not absolutely sure that they could take it. 

 

This knife symbolizes the ultimate thunder power, like the presence of the God of thunder, which shows 

the ultimate martial arts in the world. 

 

Those dharmapala Yaksha were also completely confused. 

 



They originally wanted to get close to Ye Chen, and then explode and die together. 

 

However, ye Chen cut off with a knife and was furious and invincible. 

 

They couldn't even get close to Ye Chen. Under the thousand foot sword, they were as weak as ants. 

 

Just a knife. 

 

Ye Chen killed all the Dharma guardians, and their bodies turned into ashes under the explosion of 

thunder. 

 

The law free energy contained in the body is also all gone, and it can't hurt Ye Chen at all. 

 

Ye Chen looked at the power of this knife, and his heart was also shocked. 

 

The power of the gods is indeed terrifying and powerful. 

 

The lethality of this knife is no less than that of the emperor's holy knife. 

 

Moreover, ye Chen was not bitten at all, and still looked like a dragon and a tiger. 

 

The only price is that the ray of thunder knife is dimmed a little. 

 

This thunder knife is made of Raytheon's hair. The magic power contained in it is not infinite. Every time 

you use it, you will lose one point. 

 

Once the divine power is completely exhausted, the thunder knife will also turn into ashes. 

 

"This is something of Thor. I can't use it casually." 



 

Ye Chen felt a chill in his heart. This thunder knife is the only trace of the Thunder God's body in the 

world. If it turns into ashes, it will be troublesome. 

 

He promised Thor that he would take good care of the thunder knife and never abuse it. 

 

At that moment, ye Chen put the thunder knife away and stared at Xuantian Xiao and Lu Xu. 

 

Lu Xu shivered all over. Seeing ye Chen's fierce knife, he had lost all his fighting intention. He only felt 

that ye Chen was invincible and invincible. 

 

Xuantian owl's body was also shaking slightly. 

 

All the Dharma protecting Yasha he brought died, and the losses were not heavy. 

 

The key is that Yasha is dead and hasn't hurt a hair of Ye Chen, which is simply fatal. 

 

He was alone, facing Ye Chen, but he was not sure of victory. 

 

"Lord of reincarnation, you are indeed invincible, and I have served you." 

 

"Well, I Xuantian Xiao will burn my blood essence and life today, and fight to the death with you!" 

 

Xuantian Xiao made a quick decision, sighed desolately, and then his blood essence and vital energy all 

burned up, turning into a raging flame, covering his whole body. 

 

He saw that ye Chen was powerful, but he didn't flinch. Instead, he decided to burn his blood essence 

and life. He would rather sacrifice himself than take ye Chen to be buried with him. 

 

Boom! 



 

Under the burning of blood essence and life, the power of Xuantian owl became extremely terrible. 

 

He burst out in one step, but in an instant, he exploded in front of Ye Chen. His old fist was not fancy, 

and he blasted fiercely at Ye Chen's face. 

 

Ye Chen was slightly surprised and hurriedly sidled away. Looking at the appearance of Xuantian owl 

who was so desperate, his face could not help shaking and said, "as for?" 

 

Xuantian Xiao said coldly, "I made a lot of money by trading my life for yours. Even if you don't die and 

hit you hard, I won't lose." 

 

While talking, he burst out with fists, bombarding Ye Chen with the most primitive and barbaric force. 

 

"Crazy." 

 

Ye Chen gritted his teeth, but he didn't expect Xuantian Xiao to be so crazy. 

 

He doesn't want to commit his life here. He has to take the era daoshu back. 

 

WOW! 

 

Ye Chen spread out the wings of freedom, roared all over the body, avoided the fierce attack of Xuantian 

owl, and then took Lu Hechan and flew to the heavenly palace. 

 

"Dare not fight with me?" 

 

Xuantian Xiao's voice was indifferent, and he also rose to the sky. 

 

Ye Chen did not respond, but the wings of freedom fluttered rapidly. 



 

With the help of the wings of freedom, he flew very fast, and soon opened the distance with Xuantian 

Xiao, and the distance with Tiangong was getting closer and closer. 

 

However, the heavenly palace hung high in the sky, and on the way, the space was distorted and 

blocked by layers. Ye Chen also flew for a long time before finally flying outside the heavenly palace. 

 

Suspended outside the heavenly palace, ye Chen can clearly feel the meaning of vicissitudes from the 

inner part of the heavenly palace, which is the vicissitudes of the era. 

 

Xuanhanyu's spirit body floated out, staring at the heavenly palace, his eyes were also trance, and 

whispered, "the skeleton of my ancestor cangxuan emperor is inside." 

 

Ye Chen's heart contracted inexplicably, and then he offered Zu xuantu to dissolve the forbidden law 

around the heavenly palace. 

 

The forbidden law of the heavenly palace was broken, and the gate of the palace boomed and opened 

slowly. 

 

Ye Chen, Lu Hechan and Xuan Hanyu stepped into the heavenly palace with a nervous and expectant 

mood. 

 

Shortly after the three entered, Xuantian Xiao also caught up. 

 

But by this time, ye Chen had gone in and put away Zu xuantu. 

 

As soon as zuxuantu was put away, the forbidden law of the heavenly palace was restarted. 

 

Blocked by layers of prohibitions, Xuantian Xiao couldn't get in. He was so angry that his eyes widened 

and shouted, "Lord of reincarnation, get out of here!" 

 

Ye Chen smiled as if he hadn't heard. 



 

Entering the heavenly palace, ye Chen saw temples. When he opened them, there were many weapons, 

magic weapons and martial arts scripts placed in the rooms of many temples, which were obviously the 

treasures left by Emperor cangxuan. 

 

However, as soon as ye Chen opened the door, all these weapons, magic weapons and martial arts 

secrets were weathered into ashes. 

 

The years are too long and the wear and tear of time is too serious. It is almost impossible to preserve 

the things left by the emperor cangxuan to today. After all, the wear and tear of billions of centuries is 

too terrible. 

 

Those rare spiritual fruits outside are rooted in the soil, withered and prosperous, and may be 

preserved, but ordinary weapons and magic weapons can only be weathered into ash. 

 

"Unfortunately..." 

 

When ye Chen saw these treasures, they all turned into ashes, and his heart was filled with regret. 

 

"Brother ye, there seems to be something in this temple." 

 

Lu Hechan pointed to a remote hall in front of him, which was very remote in the whole heavenly 

palace. 

 

But in this temple, there was a strong breath, strong enough to surpass time and years, and never worn 

away. 

 

"I also feel that the secret of my physical recovery seems to be inside." 

 

Xuanhan jade way. 

 

Ye Chen's heart moved, but he felt the strongest resonance from a page of era daoshu in his body. 



 

The complete era Taoist book is probably in this temple! 

 

At that moment, ye Chen gently pushed the gate of the temple open. 

 

A squeak. 

 

After the door was opened, what appeared in front of Ye Chen, xuanhanyu and Lu Hechan was a 

desolate and dilapidated scene. 
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The internal environment of this temple is very shabby, even covered with spider webs and a piece of 

dust. 

 

On a dusty table, there are two wooden boxes. 

 

Surrounded by dust, these two wooden boxes are spotless and very strange. 

 

"The biggest chance of this trip should be in these two wooden boxes." 

 

Xuanhan jade way. 

 

Ye Chen's heart also accelerated, walked forward, picked up a wooden box and opened it slowly. 

 

He was careful about what mechanism there was, but fortunately nothing unexpected happened. The 

wooden box opened smoothly, and there was a piece of Golden Jade slips in it. 

 

The jade slips are engraved with the words "Qing Shi Dao Zang". 



 

A trace of mysterious, great source gas, diffused from this jade slip. 

 

In an instant, ye Chen had a clear insight. This jade slip actually recorded a divine skill, called "Qing Shi 

daozang", which is one of the thirty-three divine skills. 

 

After a rough investigation, ye Chen found that the details of the Qing Dynasty Taoism are very deep. If 

you want to practice, you need to collect fragments of civilization. 

 

Endless spring and autumn history, the breath of civilization gathered over the years, can evolve into the 

most powerful magical power, with the profound divine power of the years of history, invincible. 

 

This ancient Taoist divination was once mastered by Emperor cangxuan. 

 

In the past, the great emperor cangxuan killed the gods with a sword shaped by history and a knife 

shaped by years. 

 

At his peak, he once dominated an era, and no one dared to be a God in the world. 

 

"It's actually thirty-three divine arts." 

 

Ye Chen was surprised. He didn't expect that there was a thirty-three divine skill hidden in the treasure 

of cangxuan emperor. 

 

He then opened another wooden box. In this wooden box, there was a very old book. The thin one was 

only one inch thick. 

 

On the cover of the book, there are four words "spring and autumn era". 

 

This book is exactly the era Daoist Book Ye Chen wants to look for, and the "is this the era Daoist book?" 

 



Ye Chen's eyes narrowed slightly, gently opened the cover and opened the pages. He only felt that every 

page of the book was extremely heavy, such as a universe. There were countless stars on the pages, and 

the tracks of heaven and earth filled the air, shocking people's minds. 

 

Obviously, it is only an inch thick book, but the pages inside are billions of pieces, with no complete end. 

 

From the logic of reality, no matter how thick a book is, its pages are limited. 

 

But this era Daoist book is very magical. It seems very thin, but in fact, there are infinite pages. 

 

The real world and no time and space, once the era, will be included in this Taoist book. 

 

This Daoist book, derived from the avenue of truth, is the manifestation of the avenue. 

 

As long as the road does not die out, this book will have no end and will forever record the vicissitudes 

of all ages. 

 

Ye Chen casually flipped through a page he casually flipped over, which actually recorded a big era, a 

universe, the birth and death of stars, and the mystery of creation. 

 

"Master Ren said that this era Taoist book is the last volume of the miracles Ode to the world in the real 

world, and it is really amazing." 

 

Ye Chen felt the mystery of era daoshu, and was also amazed and shocked. 

 

Era daoshu is just "Miss Lu, as we said, if you have an opportunity, one person is half." 

 

"Take this thirty-three divine arts, the secret script of the Qing Dynasty." 

 

"This era Taoist book belongs to me." 



 

Ye Chen handed the cultivation jade Slips Collected by the Qing Shi Dao to Lu Hechan and took the era 

Dao book by himself. 

 

Thirty three divine arts, in the real world, are very difficult to practice. Even if he grabs it, it's actually 

useless. 

 

Moreover, he once agreed with the ancestor god king that if he got the opportunity behind Zu xuantu, 

he would give half to Lu Hechan, and he would not renege on his promise. 

 

"For me?" 

 

Lu Hechan was stunned. She knew the value of the thirty-three divine arts. Unexpectedly, ye Chen was 

really willing to keep his promise and give her the chance. 

 

"Well, take it." 

 

Ye Chen stuffed the jade slips into Lu Hechan's hand, and his attention was again on the era daoshu. 

 

This era Daoist book contains the mysteries of hundreds of millions of cosmic eras and countless eras 

that were born between heaven and earth from the birth of truth Avenue. 

 

Every page of the book represents a universe behind it. Prosperity and extinction, chaos and order, war 

and peace are all in it. All kinds of great mysteries are incredible. 

 

"Ye Chen, the skeleton of my ancestor cangxuan emperor, is hidden in this book!" 

 

Xuanhan Jade's beautiful eyes were concise, staring at daoshu, as if he had noticed something. 

 

"What did you say?" 

 



Ye Chen was surprised. 

 

"After the fall of emperor cangxuan, in order to prevent his bones from being worn into ash by the 

years, he specially placed the bones in this book, which is this page!" 

 

With a pick of xuanhanyu's finger, a page flew out of the billions of pages of the era book and floated in 

midair. 

 

This page records an ancient era, which can be called the butcher God era. 

 

In the era of the butcher God, Emperor cangxuan was invincible, killing countless old gods and 

dominating an era. 

 

This butcher God era is also included in the era daoshu. 

 

After he fell, he hid his bones in this page. 

Chapter 8610 

 

 

 

Xuanhanyu aura poured into the page, and sure enough, I saw the page burst out, vaguely outlining an 

ancient and majestic skeleton atmosphere. 

 

"As long as this skeleton is fused, my body can be completely restored!" 

 

Xuan Hanyu said in surprise. 

 

The mystery of her physical recovery was indeed in this place, and the secret was hidden in the era 

daoshu. 

 



"Is it that simple?" 

 

Ye Chen was stunned for a moment. He thought that xuanhanyu would be very troublesome if he 

wanted to recover his flesh. He didn't expect that as long as he fused the bones of cangxuan emperor. 

 

She is a descendant of emperor cangxuan. If she wants to integrate the bones of her ancestors, she 

naturally doesn't have to be afraid of any rejection reaction. 

 

"It's not easy. Emperor cangxuan is a strong man at the level of God. Even if I'm his descendant, it's very 

dangerous for me to integrate his bones. One carelessness is the end of falling." 

 

"I'm merging now. You protect the Dharma for me. Don't let anyone disturb me." 

 

Xuan Hanyu flicked his fingers, and the pages of the butcher era in his hand flew out, landing into an era 

formation. 

 

Hum! 

 

The era array fell, and the originally shabby and gray side hall suddenly became bright and brilliant, like 

the divine power of the ancient era, revived in this narrow space, and there were even stars flowing in 

the void, with the sun and moon shining, which was very spectacular. 

 

Xuanhan jade plate sat in the big array, his eyes closed, and his hands pinched the formula, constantly 

absorbing the mysterious atmosphere. 

 

Her spiritual body unexpectedly poured into a stream of divine blood, which turned into blood red, and 

gradually bred muscles and muscles. 

 

Ye Chen was also surprised to see this scene. 

 

It seems that Xuanhan jade at this moment is really possible to recover his flesh. 

 



If she fused the bones of emperor cangxuan, wouldn't she have a divine personality and transform into a 

God? 

 

If only there was one more God in the reincarnation camp, that would be great. 

 

"Protect the law for me!" 

 

Xuanhanyu warned Ye Chen again, and then entered a selfless state, wholeheartedly restoring his 

physical body. 

 

Now is the most critical moment. She is merging the bones of the former cangxuan emperor. If she 

succeeds, she may become a God, 

 

But if she fails, she will be completely destroyed! 

 

Ye Chen felt a chill in his heart, and he also felt the importance of things. 

 

When he left the temple and flew to the heavenly palace, he saw Xuantian owl outside the palace. 

 

Soon, Lu Xu also came. 

 

The two were outside the palace, eyeing covetously, but they couldn't come in because of the barrier of 

the forbidden law. 

 

Xuantian Xiao saw Ye Chen appear, and he was very angry. He gnashed his teeth and shouted, "boy, you 

have the ability to get out and fight a decisive battle with me!" 

 

Ye Chen said coldly, "you are not qualified to fight with me. Call your ancestors of wanxu." 

 

Xuantian Xiao was so angry that he was injured by Ren Feifan. Although he had a deep foundation, he 

has healed now, but his vitality has not fully recovered, so he can't leave easily. 



 

Ye Chen saw that Xuantian Xiao couldn't come in, and his heart was much more stable. 

 

As long as no one bothers Xuan Hanyu, everything will be fine. 

 

However, it didn't take long for ye Chen to feel that something was wrong. 

 

Because he found that the forbidden law outside the heavenly palace was weakening. 

 

At this discovery, his heart suddenly thrilled. 

 

Not only the forbidden method of heaven, but also the crystal wall system in the distance is weakening. 

 

This lost territory is closely connected with emperor cangxuan. 

 

Xuanhanyu is merging the bones of Cang Xuan emperor, and the causal breath of Cang Xuan emperor is 

rapidly dissipating. 

 

This lost land may also collapse. 

 

Once Xuanhan jade is completely integrated with the skeleton, this lost territory may even be 

completely destroyed, and even the concept will no longer exist. 

 

"Eh?" 

 

Xuantian Xiao also found that the forbidden law was weakening, and his heart was uncertain. 

 

Lu Xu felt inexplicable panic and shouted at Ye Chen, "boy, what did you do!" 

 



"Do you desecrate the bones of emperor cangxuan?" 

 

"I warn you, if you dare to offend emperor cangxuan, you are dead!" 

 

The panic in his heart became stronger and stronger. 

 

Once the skeleton of Cang Xuan emperor goes wrong, the whole Xuan palace may be destroyed. 

 

Ye Chen's face was heavy and he didn't speak. He slowly pulled out the reincarnation sword and silently 

guarded it. 

 

Once the forbidden law breaks down and Xuantian Xiao kills in, he will stop the other party anyway. 

 

Xuanhanyu will never be disturbed at the critical moment of seclusion. 

 

However, the forbidden law of the heavenly palace is weakening, the crystal wall system in the distance 

is weakening, and the whole lost territory rumbles, as if it was about to collapse at any time. 

 

Xuantian Xiao saw the forbidden law weakened, his eyes flashed over the killing machine, his aura 

exploded, his blood and life burned again, and his white hair fluttered. 

 

"Boy, I want you to die!" 

 

"Even if you die together, I want you to die!" 

 

"You killed Ji Yue. I want you to be buried with me!" 

 

Xuantian Xiao was furious, and with a step, he rushed towards Ye Chen like a thunder. 

 

There was a deep hatred in his tone. 



 

This hatred is not due to the struggle between reincarnation and wanxu. 

 

But because of Xuan Jiyue! 

 

Xuanjiyue is a member of the Xuanjia family. If she is not dead, the Xuanjia family can be protected by 

the law of fate. It is also very possible for the Xuanjia family to soar in the future. 

 

However, Xuan Jiyue died in Ye Chen's hands, and all the hopes of the Xuan family's rise were ruined. 

 

From the day when Xuanji moon fell, Xuantian Xiao was destined to be only the pawn of the ancient 

emperor Yu Huang in his life, and there would be no possibility of any rise. 

 

Bang. 

 

Xuantian Xiao was fierce and did not fear death. He directly broke through the layers of prohibitions and 

broke into the heavenly palace. 

 

Although these prohibitions were weakened, they still had power. One by one, they killed Xuantian owl's 

body. 

 

The armor on his body was immediately chopped, and the exposed flesh was also full of ferocious blood 

marks. 

 

However, he didn't realize that his breath was still domineering, fierce and full of hatred. 

 

Hum! 

 

A long halberd appeared from the Xuantian owl's hand. He was like the oldest general. He was full of the 

gas of fighting and killing, and a halberd swept towards Ye Chen. 

 



"Dou Zi Jue!" 

 

The fierce fighting light burst on the halberd like a sea. 

 

Ye Chen's breathing suddenly choked. 

 

Xuan Tianxiao was a strong man in the later stage of immeasurable territory. He had to work hard, 

which was naturally extremely terrifying. 

 

Ye Chen has no way out. If he retreats, xuanhanyu will suffer. 


